back to access those characteristics.
When a judge immediately asks for a
small circle, Cardigan exhibitors generally feel the judge isn’t giving proper credence to the movement of the
breed. Yes, Cardigans can move with
nice reach and drive and no, a small
circle doesn’t allow for the breed to
open up and truly show you what it can
do. And while on that note, let’s mention the judge that insists you only walk
with your dog. Now winning the race
around the ring in a sprint isn’t correct for the breed, but merely going for
a walk, most assuredly, will not allow
for the dog to display the following as
described in the standard. “Gait: Free
and smooth. Effortless. Viewed from
the side, forelegs should reach well forward when moving at a trot, without
much lift, in unison with driving action
of hind legs. The correct shoulder
assembly and well fitted elbows allow
for a long free stride in front. Viewed
from the front, legs do not move in
exact parallel planes but incline slightly inward to compensate for shortness
of leg and width of chest. Hind legs,
when trotting, should reach well under
body, move on a line with the forelegs,
with the hocks turning neither in nor out and in one
continuous motion drive
powerfully behind, well

beyond the set of the tail. Feet must
travel parallel to the line of motion with
no tendency to swing out, cross over or
interfere with each other. Short choppy movement, rolling or high-stepping
gait, close or overly wide coming or
going, are incorrect. This is a herding
dog which must have the agility, freedom of movement and endurance to
do the work for which he was developed.” That last sentence is extremely
important to remember. Write it down
a hundred times, tattoo it on your wrist,
whatever you need to do to engrain that
in your mind as you judge the Cardigan.
Please let the exhibitor show the dog at
a proper speed to display these endearing qualities. Watching a Cardigan with
reach and drive is a pure pleasure to
revel in, not doing so sends a very clear
message that you as the judge do not
think they have that ability and therefore do not care to see if they do.
A final last bug-a-boo that needs to
be addressed. Once you have examined
the dog on the table, do not reach down
on an exhibit on the ground at any time.
This is getting more and more common
to see and is not in good practice with
judging. These dogs are low and having someone reaching down, particularly from behind, can be very unnerving to them. Exhibitors encourage and
respectfully request that you merely ask

them to put the dog back on the table.
It is greatly appreciated. This practice is
requested in a number of other breeds
and Cardigans deserve the same respect
and process as those breeds do.
Now, this lesson could continue on
in more detail but if you want to do
the breed justice, consider a refresher
course by attending the National Specialty Judges Education Program. However, refraining from what is called
poor Cardigan judging procedures and
changing a few of your “all arounder”
habits, you will be better respected and
performing your duties to the best of
your ability.
A final word, please refer to the
approved Cardigan Welsh Corgi Club
of America standard for clarification of
any point of the breed and if that still
leaves you confused, then reach out to
the Judges Education Committee members and allow them to assist in your
concerns. No question is silly and if
they can help even one judge to better
understand this wonderful breed, then
they have done their job as well. We
want and deserve fair and consistent
judging by anyone who steps into the
middle of that ring and says, “Take them
around please.”

“WATCHING A CARDIGAN
WITH REACH AND DRIVE

IS A PURE PLEASURE
TO REVEL IN.”

